Recruitment
science and the
future of work

About this report
Hiring the right fit is pivotal for recruiters, candidates and
clients. Work is a huge part of our lives and happy workers lead
to successful companies with healthy work cultures.
Just as science and technology have innovated other industries, there are now
more tools at our disposal in the talent space. These tools save us time by
automating mundane tasks. They also generate data about things like candidate
behaviour traits, employee engagement levels and workforce dynamics. This
information can foster smarter recruiting decisions from matching candidates to
jobs with better precision to improving diversity and inclusion initiatives.
In this report, we discuss a new type of talent professional emerging: a recruitment
scientist. Recruitment scientists use data to improve the way they hire, who they
hire and when they hire. This helps recruiters take on a more strategic role and
positively contribute to business growth. We believe recruitment science is the
future and in this report, we explain why.

About the Authors
This report was created as a collaboration between The Adecco Group and
Curious Thing. We joined forces to bring a new concept to the industry and kick
start discussions about recruitment science and the future of work. There are
so many new ways of working and learning and we are equally passionate about
exploring these trends and sharing them with our peers.

This report is brought to you by The Adecco Group and Curious Thing
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A Note
from Preeti

“

Recruitment science holds so much
potential for our industry.

Recruitment science holds so much potential for our industry. The
ability to use data science to do things like predict future workforce
needs, for example match forklift drivers to job sites in need of workers,
is remarkable and will be a game-changer in the coming years. What
we are also seeing in the industry is a new way of working and learning.
Take my relationship with Sam the CEO of Curious Thing for example.
Sam is a trained Data Scientist and serial entrepreneur from the
world of AI. He and I have been collaborating and engaging in reverse
mentoring for years now. Sam and I always talk about recruitment
science and what it means for our industry and I am proud to
present this report to you all as a distillation of our ideas.

CEO of The Adecco Group ANZ and
MD Modis Australia
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A Note
from Sam

“

Curious Thing is an AI company that
offers AI voice interviews to recruiters.

By using our AI to interview candidates recruiters can use the data we
collect about candidate behaviour traits to make smarter shortlisting
decisions. Our service is an example of recruitment science in action.
Many of our customers from both large and small companies report
that insights generated by our AI help reduce time spent on mundane
recruiting tasks and more importantly, help recruiting teams become
more strategic. This is at the crux of what gets Preeti and I most excited
about recruitment science. Thanks to emerging technology, recruiters
have a chance to hire talent faster, with greater precision and with a
stronger focus on the bigger picture.

CEO of Curious Thing

“

Sam Zheng
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What is
recruitment science?
All about the emerging discipline

What is a recruitment scientist?

Let’s address the elephant in the room, ‘recruitment scientist’ is not an official job title but
we think it will be. At the very least, future talent acquisition roles will require elements
of what we’re calling, recruitment science. So, what is recruitment science? It’s a way of
approaching talent acquisition using more scientific methods like data analysis. This data
(a.k.a people analytics) can help assess candidate personalities, get a pulse of employee
happiness and predict future workforce needs. Data has already transformed various
industries, empowering people to make more deliberate and precise decisions based on the
information available. We are seeing this happen in the talent space right now.
The good news is recruiters don’t need to run out and get science degrees. There’s a range of
technology available that collects and analyses data for you. The recruiters’ role is to design
the right technology stack and capture data to create better strategies and decisions.
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Introducing people analytics
People analytics refers to analysing data collected by HR and talent departments. This data,
which is based around candidate, employee and organisational intel, is used to improve business
practices. In 2017, 71% of companies saw people analytics as a priority in their business but
progress was slow. Since then, COVID-19 has led to rapid digitisation across industries, speeding
up technology adoption and placing more data in our grasp. Using people analytics is already
commonplace in many companies (including The Adecco Group and Curious Thing). Our
prediction is that soon, the everyday talent specialist will require skills in this area.
Source: Deloitte & McKinsey

Spotlight: The Adecco Group’s approach to data science
Recruitment is an ever-evolving industry and staying on the forefront of transformation can be
difficult when you’re bogged down in day-to-day work. That’s why The Adecco Group has created
a Technology Centre in Berlin where Product, Data and AI and IT teams come together to drive
the transformation of The Adecco Group into a digital company. Experts from the Technology
Centre orchestrate the design, development and adoption of end-to-end experiences The
Adecco brands offer to both candidates and clients. While every company may not need an entire
technology centre, it’s a good idea to put key personnel in charge of technology and innovation.
Companies can look at upskilling or micro-credentialling these personnel to understand how best
to apply these technical innovations. These people can keep an eye on changes in the industry
and assess new tools and technologies that can help prepare businesses for the future.

Recruitment science and human cognition
We think recruitment can become a science but there’s no denying it’s also an art. For years
talent specialists have succeeded in placing people in the right roles using their own skills and gut
instincts. These skills are, and will remain, important. After all, talent acquisition is closely linked
to what makes us human. We assess people’s experience, skills, personalities and aspirations and
use this information to place them in jobs that will inevitably impact their lifestyles. The science
of recruitment should not override this human element, it should help enhance it. Using people
analytics to make recruitment decisions helps:
• Reduce human bias enabling more diverse workforces.
• Enable faster decisions saving time and helping secure top talent.
• Match talent with the right role leading to higher conversion and lower turnover.
Recruitment science implemented properly keeps humans in charge of decision making. Making the
best choices is just easier to do with streamlined processes and more information at your fingertips.
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How to become a
recruitment scientist
Upskill and prepare for the future

Becoming a recruitment scientist
Becoming a recruitment scientist relies on collecting the right data and creating frameworks
for using it within your organisation. There’s plenty of technology available for use at every
stage of the recruitment process. The best technology will streamline processes and collect
and analyse data which makes planning and decision making easier. Choosing the right
technology starts with understanding business needs and the options available.

The types of technology available
Below is some of the technology available to HR and talent acquisition specialists:

Applicant tracking systems (ATS)

Text-based analysis

Candidate assessment software

Designed to collect, sort, scan and rank
the job applications at scale.

Designed to neutralise the wording
in job advertisements so they appeal
to a wider range of people.
Some ATS have this built-in.

Designed to fairly test candidates for
behaviour traits and generate data
recruiters can use to make smarter
shortlisting decisions.

Onboarding software

Skill gap analysis

Employee engagement tools

Designed to onboard employees,
manage their data and reduce the risk
of non-compliance. Full service models
exist that also focus on employee
benefits and engagement.

Designed to measure employee skill
gaps to help identify who to recruit next
and create internal reskilling initiatives.

Designed to collect information
about employee sentiment and
engagement to help make decisions
about work initiatives that benefit both
staff and the organisation.

Business needs and solutions
Here are some classic business needs and the types of solutions that cater to them.

Business need

Potential solutions

Better diversity and inclusion

• Candidate assessment software
• Employee engagement tools

Rapid hiring

• ATS
• Candidate assessment software
• Onboarding software

Improved candidate experience

• ATS
• Candidate assessment software
• Onboarding software

Reskilling staff

• Candidate assessment software
• Skill gap analysis

Improving employee happiness

• Employee engagement tools
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Building a futureready workforce
Use recruitment science to build
a future-ready workforce

The future of work

Our world at work is changing. Recruiters need to keep the very near future in mind when
hiring. Here’s what The Adecco Group research reveals about growing trends.
• H
 ybrid working models are here to stay with 3 in 4 employees desiring
a mix of office-based and remote working.

• M
 easuring results not hours will become commonplace as hybrid work
becomes the norm.
• U
 pskilling and reskilling are in hot demand as rapid digitisation continues
and internal mobility becomes more popular.
• S
 oft skills are more important than ever, 63% of employees would like
to see improved support for skills like teamwork and problem solving.
Read more about soft skills in this whitepaper by Curious Thing.

Source: The Adecco Group
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Preparing for the future
Recruiters can prepare for the future by using technology and data to assist in decision making. For
example, candidate assessment software can help recruiters identify candidates who are adaptable
and great communicators - two skills essential in hybrid work environments. Here are three
examples of how recruiters can use technology and data to address future of work initiatives.
Spotlight: Soft skills
Hiring for soft skills has become essential to build an adaptable, future-ready workforce. It’s
traditionally been harder to measure soft skills with recruiters relying on first impressions and gut
instinct. Now, candidate assessment software exists that can interview candidates, measure their
behaviour traits and generate reports for recruiters. Recruiters can then use this data combined
with their own know-how to make smarter shortlisting decisions. The results speak for themselves.
With candidate assessment software recruiters can:
• R
 educe shortlisting time by up to 60%
• Increase candidate conversion by up to 30%
• C
 ut assessment costs by up to 65%
• S
 ave up to 8 weeks of recruiter time
Candidate assessment software can also reduce human bias helping recruiters improve the
candidate experience as well as diversity and inclusion initiatives.
Source: Curious Thing

Spotlight: Hybrid work
Hybrid work is here to stay. That means virtual recruiting will remain commonplace. Many
recruiters used band-aid solutions during the onset of COVID-19 in order to keep the wheels
turning. Now, companies have a chance to reimagine their virtual recruitment processes with
technology that favours recruitment science.
Here is a sample technology stack for virtual recruiting:

ATS

Candidate
assessment solution

Video interview
solution

Onboarding
software

At each point in this process, data can be collected by recruiters and used to inform each
stage of the hiring process. For example, data generated about soft skills during candidate
assessments can be used to inform the questions asked during live video interviews.

Spotlight: Matching supply with demand
Every industry experiences its own change and challenges. For example, more retail distribution
centres are becoming automated lessening the need for forklift operators in these centres.
However, because ecommerce is booming, more distribution centres are being built increasing
the demand for forklift operators in this area. By using data, recruiters can identify hotspots where
investment in distribution centres are taking place and then quickly identify local talent pools with
the right qualifications to operate forklifts. This way, talent can be matched to opportunity quickly
and decisively saving everyone time and providing employment where it is needed.

About The Adecco Group
The Adecco Group is the world’s leading talent solutions and advisory company driven by a
powerful purpose – to make the future work for everyone. Our 360° solutions offering enables
sustainable and lifelong employability for individuals and empowers organisations to optimise
their workforces. Through our new strategy – Future@Work – we will make a positive contribution
towards the lives of even more individuals and continue to support the growth of our clients and
the wider economies in which we operate.
adeccogroup.com.au

About Curious Thing
Curious Thing is a tech company with AI at its core. Curious Thing’s AI voice interviewer is
designed to assess candidates for behaviour traits, empowering companies to hire for attitude and
train for skills. By providing hiring managers with data regarding key soft skills and personality traits,
our solution enables shortlisting based on the skills that matter and gives you vital information to
use throughout the rest of your recruiting process. Our process has been created by experts in AI
and machine learning, human resources and psychology.
curiousthing.io
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